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Abstract

Given two topological algebra sheaves, we seek that their tensor product be an (algebra) sheaf of the same
type. We further study the latter sheaf in connection with the set of morphisms which are denned on it.
As an application, we finally consider fundamental notions and results related to algebras of holomorphic
functions in the framework of topological algebra sheaves.
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0. Introduction

Topological algebra sheaves have already been applied to study global properties of
holomorphic functions (see, for example, [20, 21]). By a topological algebra sheaf
we mean a sheaf whose local sections have the structure of a topological algebra (not
necessarily normed). Moreover, we usually consider, with [20], a similar algebraic-
topological structure on the corresponding stalks (thus a non-trivial topology!).

In this paper we are concerned, more generally, with topological si-algebra
sheaves, viz. topological algebra sheaves for which the 'domain of coefficients' is
another topological algebra sheaf s/ instead of (the constant sheaf) C of the com-
plexes. By extending standard terminology (see for example [21, 22]), we call a
topological geometric si'-space a pair (X, &) consisting of a sheaf S as above over
the topological space X. This might be viewed, in effect, as an abstract notion of a
complex analytic space, the kind of sheaves considered being actually suggested by
applications in abstract complex analysis (see for instance [23]), as well as in (finite or
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infinite dimensional) differential geometry (see for example I. M. Gel'fand-Kahzdan-
D. B. Fuks). An analogous study, but in a different setting, via the theory of natural
function algebras, has been given already by C. E. Rickart [24].

More precisely, we are mainly interested in studying tensor product algebra sheaves.
Thus, given two topological .c^-algebra sheaves S', &, we consider their tensor
product S&^^, as a sheaf generated by the corresponding tensor product j^-algebra
presheaf (cf. (2.4)). In particular, we exhibit conditions making the latter presheaf
into a topological ^/-algebra sheaf (see Examples 2.1) the so-called tensor product
srf'-algebra sheaf. As a first application, one gets a sheaf-theoretic version of the
basic relation connecting the generalized spectrum of a topological tensor product
algebra with the spectra of the factor algebras, thus obtaining a broad generalization
of previous similar results (cf. [6, 14, 16, 19]).

Moreover, by extending the classical concept of envelope of holomorphy of a
complex analytic manifold (X, G) as the (numerical) spectrum of an appropriate to-
pological algebra (cf. [9,10]), we consider the structure sheaf envelope of a geometric
.e^-space (X, y) (cf. (4.1)). In particular, we give the connection between the struc-
ture sheaf envelopes of a suitable subspace of (X, S®^^) and those of the factor
sheaves (cf. Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.1). These results are further extended
to generalized structure sheaf envelopes, exploiting a systematic use of topological
geometric ^/-spaces and generalized spectra of topological algebras (cf. Theorem
5.1).

Finally, as another application of the preceding, one obtains, within this framework,
a kind of 'Dirac transform'. This leads to the notion of a suitable continuous A-
morphism (central A-morphism, with A a constant topological algebra sheaf) of the
topological algebra of germs of sections of a topological tensor product A-algebra
sheaf (Proposition 6.1, Theorem 6.1). Yet this discussion exemplifies the role of the
'spectrum functor' in the finite or infinite dimensional holomorphy.

I wish to express my sincere thanks to Professor A. Mallios for several stimulating
and helpful discussions, as well as for his encouragement and interest during the
writing of this work.

1. Topological algebra sheaves. Preliminaries

The topological vector spaces and algebras considered are over the complex num-
bers C and will be assumed Hausdorff.

Thus, given a topological algebra A, an A-algebra (resp. A-module, cf. [1, Chapter
II, §1.1; Chapter III, §1.1]) E is called a topological A-algebra (resp. topological
A-module), whenever the 'action' of A on £ is a (jointly) continuous map.

Let X be a topological space. By a topological algebra sheaf on X, we mean a
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16 Athanasios Kyriazis [3]

topological algebra presheaf on X (cf. [20]), which is 'complete' (cf. (SI), (S2) of [2,
pp. 5, 6]). On the other hand, a sheaf & generated by a topological algebra presheaf
on X is also a topological algebra sheaf on X such that the corresponding algebra of
local sections of &{T(U, S) = &{U), U c Xopen) are, in fact, topological algebras
(cf. [22]), hence, a topological algebra sheaf in the previous sense. In the sequel we
will not distinguish between a topological algebra sheaf ^ o n X and the respective
topological algebra (pre)sheaf of sections {£(U)}, by writing £ = {<£"(£/)}•

Given a topological algebra sheaf si{— {sf(U)}) on X, by a topological si-algebra
sheaf on X, we mean a topological algebra sheaf S (= (<f(£/)}) on X, with §(U) a
topological j^(f/)-algebra such that the appropriate compatibility conditions of the
respective restriction maps are fulfilled. Locally (m-) convex, Fr6chet, commutative
.^-algebra sheaves with continuous multiplications, identity elements, (locally) equi-
continuous spectra etc. will have the obvious meaning referring to the same properties
of the corresponding algebra presheaves. Thus, the sheaf ^ = [^(U)} of continuous
C-valued maps is a locally m-convex tf°° = {^(U)} (resp. G =
algebra sheaf on a ^°°-manifold (resp. complex analytic manifold) X. Here
(resp. (?{U)) stands for the locally m-convex algebra of C-valued differentiable (resp.
holomorphic) maps on an open t / c j f (cf. [19, Chapter IV, §4]).

Throughout the sequel the 'sheaf of coefficients' si will be understood to be a
commutative algebra sheaf on X.

For any topological algebra sheaf ifonX and S c X, one defines the topological
algebra of germs of (local) sections of $ over S by the relation

(1.1) £{S) :=lim<f(t/)

where U ranges over a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of S.
(Warning: S(5) # T(5, <?)). Furthermore <f (S) is endowed with the inductive

limit (vector space) topology such that S(5) is actually a topological algebra (cf. [19,
Chapter IV, Lemma 2.2]). In particular, if S is a topological ^-algebra sheaf, then
g{S) is a topological s/(S)(:= lims/(U))-algebra (cf. [16, §1]). In particular, the

stalks of the previous sheaves (that is, 5 = {x}, x e X) are given by

(1.2) <£:= lim <?({/),
£7iJ

the latter set being, in fact (cf. (1.1)), a topological s/x(:= lims/(U))-algebra.

A morphism h : $ -> & of topological si-algebra sheaves is defined in the
natural manner. As a consequence, the maps between the corresponding stalks hx :=
lim hu : Sx —»• &x are continuous s/x-morphisms (cf. also [19, Chapter IV, §2] and
Ufx
[16, §1]).
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2. The tensor product algebra sheaf

Our aim in this section is to define the topological (tensor product),e/-algebra
sheaf S®^^. However, we have first to digress by commenting on tensor product
topological A-algebras (for details cf. [14, 16]).

If E, F are topological A-algebras, by a compatible A-topology on E <£>A F, we
mean a (Hausdorff) topology x such that

the pair{E (8V F,x) = E ®\ F is a topological A-algebra

of the same type as E, F.

See also [14, Definition 1.1]. Moreover, we still assume the following conditions
for T:

(2.2) the canonical map E x F —> E ®T
A F is separately continuous;

(2.3) for every topological A-algebra G and every pair (/, g) e

, G) x J(h{F, G), f®ge S£K{E ®\ F, G).

Here JK^iE, G) denotes the set of non-zero continuous A-morphisms of E into G
('generalized spectrum') endowed with the topology induced on it by _£f A(E,G)S (the
set of continuous A-linear maps between the corresponding modules equipped with the
simple convergence topology). If the algebras involved have identities, the respective
morphisms are assumed to be 'identity preserving'. The previous notions constitute
a 'vectorization' of the classical concept of the numerical spectrum (Gel'fand space)
of a topological algebra E (denoted by Wl(E); [19]). As an example, we note that
the projective A-tensor product topology, say n, provides a compatible A-topology
on E <g)A F, in case of locally convex A-algebras (cf. [14, Definition 5.1]). We come
now to the promised assertion, namely, the definition of the topological tensor product
si-algebra sheaf:

So let S = {<?([/), vl), & = {&{U), gv
v} be topological si =

algebra sheaves on X with continuous multiplications.
Then, the correspondence

(2.4) U H

with U c X open and tu a compatible ^(t/)-tensorial topology (cf. (2.1)), is said to
be a topological si -algebra presheaf on X, if

hVu •= <PVu®8u- W ) « £ ( V ) W ) - • W ) < § C « , ) - W ) ,

is continuous for any U c V (cf. [16, 20]). The sheaf generated by (2.4) is called
the topological tensor product si-algebra sheaf of S, & and is denoted by
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18 Athanasios Kyriazis [5]

The presheaf (2.4) is not, in general, a sheaf. However, this may happen for suitable
topological algebra sheaves, as for instance in the following examples.

EXAMPLE 2.1. 1) Let M, N, A be unital, commutative, nuclear, Fr6chet, locally
convex algebras with M, N topological A-algebras. Then, for any open a -compact
subset U of a compact space X, one has

(2.5) V(U, M®AN) = tf(U, M) <g> •*?(£/, N)

up to an isomorphism of locally convex A-algebras (cf. [18]). Thus, the correspond-
ence

(2.6) U H> 1f(U, M) ® 1f(U, N)
V(U,A)

defines a locally convex {^{U, i4)}-algebra sheaf over X.
2) By considering a 2nd-countable compact ^°°-manifold (resp. a Stein manifold),

we can replace in the above example continuous functions by (^70° (resp. holomorphic)
ones. See also [16, § 4] and [18, Scholium].

3) We continue by considering another instance where the presheaf (2.4) yields
a sheaf. But we still need some more terminology : thus let A be a locally convex
algebra and $ = {<?(!/), <pv

v} a locally convex A-algebra sheaf on X. Let also S'K be
the A-dual pre-co-sheaf on X corresponding to S\ that is, we are given a covariant
functor

(2.7) U » ( W ) A ) ' = J 2 A ( W ) , A),

such that, for any open U C V c X, one defines as restriction map the transpose of
(the restriction map) <py, that is

(2.8) q>u
v; = '<pv

v

(cf. also [13, p. 166]). Thus we say that <?A is h-flabby in the case that

(2.9) (^(£/O)A)' - • muW -> 0

is an exact sequence for an open covering (Ua)a of U c X open (cf. also [20, p. 217,
(1.17)]). On the other hand, suppose that the following condition holds :

if S is a locally convex algebra sheaf on X then, for every

open U c X and an open covering (Ua)aofU, one has

d?(U) =\im£'(Ua), up to an isomorphism of locally convex

algebras.
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This happens, for instance, in case of the sheaf <^>0° = {^"X{U), U c Fopen} on
a finite-dimensional compact ^^-manifold Y, or for the sheaf 6 = \6(U), U c X
open} of holomorphic functions on a complex manifold X (cf. [19, 21]).

Now, the following specializes to [20, Theorem 2.1] for A = C; cf. also [22,
Lemma 2.1] and [3, Proposition 9.2, Corollary 9.3].

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let Abe a unital locally convex algebra and S', & locally convex
A-algebra sheaves on X with continuous multiplications such that the sequence

(2.11) O -* E(U)&£&{U) -* L , ( (W) A ) ' , &(U))

is exact, for each open U c X. Moreover, suppose that either one of' S, & defines
an A-flabby pre-co-sheaf such that the canonical projection maps in (2.8) have dense
images while the other is an injective A-module sheaf. Then one gets

(2.12) S(V)&K&{U) = {£&h&){U),

up to an isomorphism of A-algebras, for every open U c X. In particular, £®\& is
a locally convex A-algebra sheaf.

Concerning (2.11), Ls((g(U)A)', &(U)) stands for the space of linear maps
of (<f (£/)A)' m t o &(U) endowed with the simple convergence topology. Such a
situation one has, for instance, by taking the projective A-tensor product algebra
&{U)®\&{U) = £(U)®h&{U) of two Frechet locally convex A-algebra sheaves
S, & with one of them being nuclear and A having an identity element (cf. [8], [12,
p. 144, (7)], [14, Definition 5.1]).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose S defines an A-flabby pre-co-sheaf and let
(p% (resp. gy) be the canonical restriction maps of & = {$(U)} (resp. & = {&(£/)})•
By definition of €<&\&, one gets a (canonical) morphism of A-algebras p : £(U)®T£
3?(U) -+ {£®\&){U), which is a bijection : let / e g{U)®^&(U) c
Ls((£(U)A)', &{U)) with p(f) = 0. Then there exists an open covering (Ua)a

of U such that <p^(f) = 0; that is, for each x' € (<?(£/)A)', one gets x'a e (£(Ua)A)'
with x' = x'a o cpla (cf. (2.9)) and hence f{x'a o <p^)\v = f(x')\u = 0, for every
x' e (S(U)A)' , so that / = 0. Thus, the map p is 1-1. On the other hand, if
/ e (£®\&)(U), there exists an open covering 9t = (Ua)a of U such that, for each
Ua € % one has /« = f\Ua with /„ € Ls((£(Ua)A)', #(Ua)). Moreover, for any
Ua,Up e 91 with Ua c Up, one obtains g^ofy o^^° = /„, where (p^ is the transpose

of (pv* (cf. also (2.8)). So the family (/„)„ defines an element s in the domain of p
(cf. also [1, Chapter II, §§6.1, 6.2]) such that p(s) = / ; namely, p is an onto map
as well. Finally, S®\^ is made into a sheaf with local section algebras as locally
A-algebras, by taking (2.12) as a topological A-isomorphism, for every open U c X.
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20 Athanasios Kyriazis [7]

3. The sheaf of morphisms

In this section, by considering the sheaf of morphisms of a topological tensor
product A -algebra sheaf into a given (topological) A -algebra sheaf, we give a funda-
mental relation connecting the previous morphisms with those of the factor sheaves
(Theorem 3.1). The technique applied is basically functional analytic in nature com-
pared with the standard 'discrete case' (cf., for instance, [2, 25]). The following
lemma, needed for the sequel, provides a sample.

LEMMA 3.1. Let §,&,<£ be unital topological &/-algebra sheaves having con-
tinuous multiplications, with & being complete. Moreover, let S®x^^ be the topo-
logical tensor product si-algebra sheaf of $, & generated by (2.4) such that the
topology xv satisfies the analogous conditions (2.2), (2.3). Then, one gets the fol-
lowing (canonical) injection between the corresponding sets of topological s/-sheaf
morphisms:

(3.1) Honw(<?<£>^ J s Sf) 5 Honw(<f, Sf) x

In particular, if<£ is commutative, one has the bijection

(3.2)

PROOF. If h e Hom^(<?(8)^ «^\ S?) then by definition, one gets the following family
of continuous ^(t/)-morphisms (see also (2.4))

(3.3) hv : W)<§>£( ( / ) W ) - • Sf (£/), UCX open;

hence (cf. [14, Proposition 3.1]), one obtains the (continuous ^(f/)-)morphisms;

: s M> Ms) := hv(s

gu : W ) -> V(U) : t ̂  gu(t) := Ml* ® 0,

with U c. X open, and \g, \& being the identities of S(U), &(U) respectively. So
if / : £ -*• Sf, ^ : ̂  —> Sf are the corresponding topological ^-sheaf morphisms
(cf. §1 and also [4, p. 32]), one obtains the map

* : Honw^®^, V) Ho^(^, §) x
( ' 5 ) h ̂  <t>(h) := (f g)

which is an injection. The assertion follows, by checking it 'stalkwise' (see, for
example, [25, p. 16, Proposition 1.10]), based on [14, Proposition 3.1, (3.7)],[16,
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Theorem 3.2]. On the other hand, if£ is commutative and (/, g) e Hom^(<^, &) x
\ Sf), one gets the following continuous A(f/)-morphisms (see also (3.3))

(3.6) hu = fv®gu : £(U)Q%m&(U) - • &(U), U c X open.

So one obtains a unique topological ja^-sheaf morphism /J : ̂ 0^-=^ —• Sf (cf. [4, p.
38]) such that *(*) = (/, g) (cf. (3.5), (3.6)).

By considering the sheaves of Lemma 3.1 restricted on an open U c X one gets
the following s/\u -sheaf isomorphism

(3.7) Wfrj^v = S\u &&\u

(cf. (2.4) and [4, p. 38]). In this regard, if S', & are topological ^-algebra sheaves,
we consider the sheaf

(3.8) jUPom^S, &) = {Hom^ (<?!(,, &\v), U c Xopen}

of topological #/-sheaf morphisms of £ into & over X (cf. also [2, 25]). So we are
in a position to state the following basic results.

THEOREM 3.1. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1, one has the following sheaf
monomorphism

(3.9) JVomjiS&jP, <£) S Jfom^(£, 9) x

In particular, if & is commutative one obtains the sheaf isomorphism:

(3.10) Jfom^(£^^, Sf) = Jfom^(£, <g) x Jfom^i^, 9).

PROOF. The assertion follows from (3.1), (3.2), (3.7), (3.8) by applying standard
arguments (see also, for example, [25, p. 22, Theorem 4.2]).

4. Structure sheaf envelopes

Given a topological algebra sheaf S over X, the structure sheaf envelope H(X, S)
of the pair (X, S) (the so-called topological geometric space) considered by A. Mallios
[22, p. 374, (2.1)], is defined via the (numerical) spectrum (Gel'fand space) of the
topological algebra S(X) = T{X, g) of global sections of S. Thus one sets, by
definition,

(4.1) H(X, g) := m{S(X)~).
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22 Athanasios Kyriazis [9]

More generally, based on (1.1), an analogous relation to (4.1) can be displayed for
any subset S c X. The motivation to the above is, of course, the envelope of
holomorphy of a complex analytic space (X, @) denned as the (numerical) spectrum
of the topological algebra 0(X) (cf., for instance, [10] or [19, Chapter V, (4.15)]).
Below we are interested in the form, which takes the structure sheaf envelope in case
of a topological tensor product ^-algebra sheaf.

Thus, let S, & be locally convex ^/-algebra sheaves over X with continuous
multiplications. Moreover, assume that the presheaf

(4.2) U (-* &(U) ® &(U), ( / C X open

is also a sheaf (cf. Examples 2.1). Here the second member of (4.2) stands for the
complete projective ,«/(£/)-tensor product (algebra) of g(U), &(U) (cf. (2.4) for
T = n). Thus, one has, according to our hypothesis, that

(4.3) )() {)

within an isomorphism of locally convex ^([/)-algebras, for every open U c X.

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let $, & be unital locally convex si -algebra sheaves over X
with continuous multiplications and locally equicontinuous spectra such that (4.3) is
satisfied. Then, for any S c X, one gets

(4.4) H(5, S&S4&) = H(S, S) x H(5, JO,
H(S,^)

up to a homeomorphism.

(In the second member of (4.4) we mean the pull-back of the corresponding topological
spaces).

PROOF. By (1.1) and (4.3)

is a unital topological ^/(5)-algebra with continuous multiplication. Moreover, one
gets

where the equalities denote homeomorphisms (cf. [14, Theorem 2.1], [16, Theorem
2.1] and [19, Chapter V, Lemma 2.2, Theorem 3.1; Chapter XII, Theorem 1.2]). The
assertion is now an immediate consequence of (4.1).
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[10] On topological algebra sheaves 23

The relation (4.4) takes a more convenient form by considering a particular class
of topological algebra sheaves and a suitable subspace S of X. First, a topological
algebra sheaf £ over X is said to be a topological function algebra sheaf if £ is
a subsheaf of the ^x of germs of C-valued continuous functions on X (cf. [22, p.
373]). Thus the (topological algebra) sheaf <^~ of C-valued ^f°°-functions on a real
manifold X (cf. [19, Chapter IV, Example 4.(2)]) and the (topological algebra) sheaf
6 of holomorphic functions on a given complex (analytic) manifold [ibid., Example
4.(3)] are important instances of such sheaves.

Moreover, given a topological algebra sheaf £ overX, we say that an S c X is
£-convex, whenever the relation

(4.5) m(£(S)) = S

is valid, within a homeomorphism (cf. [21, p. 376] or [22, p. 377, (3.1)]). This is
true, for instance, in case of a Stein manifold (X, &) and a compact holomorphically
convex subset S of X (cf. [9, 10]).

Thus, we are now in the position to state the next corollary whose proof follows
straightforwardly from Proposition 4.1 and (4.5).

COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 are satisfied,
where the corresponding sheaves are topological function algebra sheaves. Then
S is £®^^-convex if it is an £, & and si-convex subset ofX. In that case one gets,
in particular, the following homeomorphism

(4.6) H(S, £®st&) = 5.

5. Generalized structure sheaf envelopes

We extend below the results of the previous section to generalized structure sheaf
envelopes. Namely, one substitutes a suitable topological algebra for C in the second
member of (4.1), while the given topological algebra sheaf £ may have coefficients
from the (algebra of) global sections of the 'sheaf of coefficients' si'. More precisely,
in addition to the given pair, (X, £) as above, we consider a topological s/(S)-algebra
G for a given S C I Thus, one defines the generalized structure sheaf envelope of
S with respect to G by the relation (cf. also § 2)

(5.1) HG^(S, £) := ^{S)(£(S), G);

that is, the generalized ^/(S)-spectrum of the topological ^(S)-algebra £(S) relative
to G (cf. [14, §3]). Concerning the topological algebras s/(S), £(S) see (1.1).
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Henceforth we assume that the algebras involved are unital. So let

(5.2)

be the set of continuous (s/(U), si(S))-morphisms of <o(U) into G. By the last term
one means the continuous morphisms of £(U) into G with respect to the (canonical)
connecting maps av : si(U) -*• si(S) (see (1.1) and [16, (1.1)]). Moreover, the
same set is endowed with the topology of simple convergence in &(U). The resulted
topological space is called the (s/(U), s/(S))-spectrum (of <^(U) with respect to G).
Thus, we have the next homeomorphism (cf. also [16, (3.1)])

(5.3) ^ < s ) ( A S ) , G) = ljm^(U)M(S))(£(U), G).
73

Now, let &, £P be topological ^-algebra sheaves, U an element of a fundamental
system of neighborhoods of 5 and

Q(U) := {(%, tv) : sv(.xu)tu(yu) = tu(yu)su(xu), xv e S{U), yv e
), G) x ^^mM(s))(^(U), G),

a closed subset. Hence, if

Q(S) := {(s, t) : s(x)t(y) = /(y)*(jc), JC 6 ^(S), y €

(5.4) c JK*iS)tf{S), G) x ^g ( S ) (^ (5 ) , G),

still a closed subset, one gets

(5.5) Q(S) = lim Q(U),
cos

within a homeomorphism. See [14, Theorem 3.1], [16, (3.3)].

THEOREM 5.1. Let &, ̂  be unital locally convex £?-algebra sheaves over X hav-
ing continuous multiplications and locally equicontinuous (J/(U), si\S))-spectra
{cf. (5.2)) relative to a complete locally convex s/(S)-algebra G which also has
continuous multiplication. Moreover, let (4.3) be satisfied. Then

(5.6) H° (5, S%*&) = Q(S) c HC (s, g) x H° (S, ̂ ) ,

wp ro a homeomorphism (cf. (5.5)). In particular, if G is commutative, one has the
homeomorphism

(5.7) H° (S, g®*?) = H° (5, <T) x H^(5, ^ ) .
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[12] On topological algebra sheaves 25

J^m^(S)) {(®^)(), G)
tJSs

PROOF. By hypothesis, ̂ (s/w)M(.s))(£(U)®*/w)&(U)> G) is locally equicontinu-
ous. Therefore, in view of (5.3), (5.5) one has the following homeomorphisms (see
also [14, Theorem 3.1], [16, Theorem 3.2] and [19, Chapter V, p. 180, 8(3); Chapter
XII, §4]).

(5.8)

tr

So (5.6), (5.7) are immediate consequences of (5.1).

REMARKS 5.1.

1) We note here, in passing, that (3.9), (3.10) could be obtained by applying The-
orem 5.1, when assuming suitable supplementry conditions on the j^-algebra sheaves
involved. We may suppose, for instance, that these sheaves satisfy (2.10).
2) The preceding relations (5.6), (5.7) are also true in case G is the algebra of germs
of a topological .sz -̂algebra sheaf <$ over an arbitrary subset S of X, Sf (S), when the
latter algebra has the corresponding properties of G. Concerning the completeness of
^(S) this, of course, could be provided for suitable algebras ^(U), with U ^ S. See,
for instance, [19, Chapter VIII, §9.(1)].
3) The results of this section are also true by replacing the projective (tensorial)
topology it by a more general (compatible A-) topology x, satisfying analogous
conditions to those needed for the decompositions of the spectra of topological tensor
product A-algebras (cf. (2.2), (2.3) and also [14, (3.2), (3.3)]).

6. A Dirac transform

We consider in this section an important class of morphisms, the continuous central
morphisms denned, in particular, on the topological ^(S)-algebra (S®^^)(S). As
a main application one gets an expression of any such morphism through a map which
by an extension of the classical case, one might call a Dirac transform (Theorem 6.1).

In this regard, A. Mallios [22, p. 378] (see also [21, pp. 358, 359]) considered the
notion of a continuous (C-) central morphism h: E —> F between two topological
algebras E, F, such that Im(/i) has a trivial centre over C (central <C-algebra); that is,
Im(/i) n (Im(/z))' = C • l f , where (Im(/i))' = {v e F : y • h(x) = h(x) • v, x e E} is
the commutant of Im(/i) and 1F the identity of F.

Now, if h is a continuous A-morphism between two topological A-algebras E, F,
then one defines a continuous A-central (A-)morphism, where now Im(A) is a central
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A-algebra, that is it has a trivial center over A (cf. [14, 17]). Thus, a continuous
(€.-)central A-morphism is also an A-central {A-)morphism. We denote by

(6.1) ^(E,F)

the set of non-zero continuous C-central A-morphisms of E into F endowed with the
relative topology from J£K{E, F).

PROPOSITION 6.1. Let S, & be unital locally convex s?-algebra sheaves over X
having continuous multiplications and locally equicontinuous {srf{U), srf{S))-spectra
with respect to a complete locally convex £/(S)-algebra G with continuous multiplic-
ations, where S ^ X. Moreover let (4.3) be satisfied. Then there exists a continuous
injection

(6.2) ^ ( S ) ( (<?®^) (S ) , G) S ^( S )G?(S), G) x J^{S){&{S), G)

between the corresponding spaces. In particular, ifS is a commutative algebra sheaf,
then one has the continuous injection

(6.3) J£IS)«£®*&)(S), G) 5 m{£{S)) x Jl£(S)(&(S), G).

PROOF. By the definitions, one gets the following continuous injection (cf. also
[17]);

(jig (W)®</«o-W)) - G\ S^£(S) (hm

Moreover, one has

hm ( W ) <2> (̂£/) ^ ( f / ) ) , G ) = ^ ( S ) (^(5), G) x

up to a homeomorphism (cf. (5.8) and also [14, 17]), so that one gets (6.2). The
commutativity of $ entails the commutativity of S(S) and hence jft^(S)(§(S), G) =
OT(^(5)), within a homeomorphism (cf. also [17]). So (6.3) is an immediate con-
sequence of (6.2) and the last relation.

Under the same hypothesis as for (6.2), let also £ be a topological function A-
algebra sheaf over X and S an &-convex subset ofX (cf. (4.5)). Thus, in the particular
case that g/ is the constant sheaf A, then in view of (6.3), (4.5) (cf. also (4.2) and
Proposition 2.1) one obtains the continuous injection

(6.4) ^J((^® A ^)(5) , G) 5 S x Jlfc{&{S), G).

In this respect, suppose that the generalized spectra of the algebras S{U), <^(U) with
respect to G (cf. (5.2)) are locally equicontinuous while for all but finite many Us the
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corresponding spectra are equicontinuous. Then, the injection maps (6.2), (6.3), (6.4)
are, in particular, homeomorphisms into.

On the other hand, let A, F be unital locally convex A-algebras with continuous
multiplications and S a unital complete locally convex function A-algebra sheaf over
X with continuous multiplication. Moreover, assume that, for any open U c X, the
following isomorphism of locally convex A-algebras holds true;

(6.5) (^®*F)tt/) = g{U)&*F.

See also (4.2), (4.3) and Examples 2.1 with &, si being the constant sheaves F, A,
respectively. Then, if 5 c X, suppose that

(6.6) (£®AF)(S) - VC(S, F)

within a homeomorphism into.

EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider a 2nd-countable space X and closed S c X, admitting
a denumerable fundamental system of open a-compact neighborhoods. Moreover,
suppose that F is a unital (DF)-nuclear locally convex A-algebra (cf. [14, 19]).

Now, consider the following continuous map (Dirac transform)

(6.7) 8 : S - • ^ A ( ( ^ ® A F ) ( 5 ) , F ) : m 8(x) = 8X(: f H> 8x(f) •= /(*))

(for an analogous situation of [21, p. 376] and also [22, Theorem 3.1]). Thus we have
the following

THEOREM 6.2. Let £ be a unital, complete, locally convex, function A-algebra
sheaf over a topological space X, having continuous multiplication and locally
equicontinuous generalized A-spectrum (cf. (5.1)) with respect to a unital complete
locally convex A-algebra G having continuous multiplication. Moreover, let F be a
unital, complete, locally convex A-algebra with continuous multiplication and locally
equicontinuous J%&(F, G). Finally, let S be an (^-convex subset of X such that the
relations (6.5), (6.6) are valid. Then every h e ^J((<f <8>A^)(S), G) has the form

(6.8) h = p o 8X

with x eSandpe Jt%(F, G).

PROOF. Let / e (<?®AF)(S) such that / = u <g> y, u e S(S), y e F. Then, if
X € 9Jt(<?(S)) and \F is the identity of F, the corresponding relation of (6.3), yields;

(x ® 1 F ) ( / ) = (x ® 1F)(« ® y) = x(«) • y = »W • y = &Afl
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For the third equality see (4.4), for the last equality see (5.6); also see [14,16]. Hence,
for / as above, x ® If = Sx, such that by linearity and continuity of the preceding
maps, for each h e ^J((<f ®AF)(S), G), one obtains

h = p o Oe <g> lF) = p o (x ® I F ) = P o Sx = p o Sx

("—" means continuous extensions; cf. also (6.4), (6.6)).

NOTE. One can get an analogous formula to (6.8) by considering instead of the
algebra F a (topological) algebra sheaf & such that its local section algebras have the
same properties as F.
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